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Mr. Carrell G. i.senhut, Director
Division of Licensin bWMI :
office at Pluclear Reactor Rtegulation
U. S. Nuclear RegpalatoryC.cmission,
Washington. D.C. 20555

ferences (1) W. G. Counsil letter to D. C. Elsanhut. dated

Deember 31, 1980.

Gentlemen:

Hiadda fieck Plant
illstone, Nuclear Power Station. Unit Mo0n. 1 and 2

Me Act-ion Plan Item ,1.7.1: Effluent Nnitors

By tslecopy received an July 28, 1981. the NRC Staff Identified several
devicAons from the requirements of NUPiG-o737 In the design of the
noble gas off luent mnitors at the siaddan ,eck Plant nd Millstone Unit
?los 1 and 2. These deviations wore subsequently disussed between
members of our respective staffs and the following additional infor-
mnation is hereby provided by the Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power
Company (CYAKMo on behalf of the taddn Neck Plant and the Northeast

clear Enetrg Company CNKea D) an behalf of Millstone Unit None I and
2. to facilitate your review of the respective noble gas effluent
vxait~or designs.

To provide reasonable asaurance that the samples onlafdcted from the
"illstome Unit from 2 vent-stack are representative of direct flow
for a given situation, the t= Staff requested f IRV= to provide
dp.sin details and a discussion of the sampler to be Installed in
the Millstone Unit No. 2 vent-stack.
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The Millstone Unit No. 2 vent stack is a rectangular sheet metal stack
with dimensions of 114 inches by 48 inches. The elevation of the
nearest major transition to the effluent monitor nozzle assmbly in
52 feet. The elevation of the nozzle assembly will be approximatley
89 feet, 4 Inches which, using 114 Inches as a conservative stack
diameter, is located approximately four stack diameters downstream
of this transition. In addition to the nozzle asscmbly locations
the assembly is composed of five sample points which traverse the 48
inch length of the stack.

The Millstone Unit 1o. 2 condenser air removal system exhausts to the
Millstone Unit No. I stack. Both the Enclosure Building Filtration
System, which processes leakage from the containment following a
LOCA, and the Auxiliary Exhaust System, which ventilates the fuel
handling area, exhaust to the Millstone Unit No. I stack during
emergency conditions.

NNCO concludes that the location and design of the noble gas effluent
sample assembly at Millstone Unit 21o. 2 vill ensure that a representative
sample will be obtalned.

in response to the Staff's concerns related to the calibration of the
noble gas effluent monitors at Millstone Unit No. I and 2, the following
is provided.

The noble gas effluent monitors to be installed at Millstone Unit
liso. I and 2 ara type tent calibrated using Xenon 133 at each decade
from S x 10-2 to 10/4Ci/cc. In addition, a type test energy depon-
dance calibration is performed usinq Krypton 85 and Argon 41. This
procedure complies with the guidance contained in NWL,•-0737.

fNWEG-0737 requires the noble gas effluent monitors to range to
10 5lpCi/cc for noble gas effluents from the condenser air removal
system. In Referenco (1), both CYAPCO and IOU=O described the designs
for the noble gas effluent monitors at the Hfaddam Neck Plant and
Millstone Units, respectively. It wan noted that the maximum range
for these instruments would be 1041%Ci/cc. Thin yas based on the
fact that a dilution factor of greater than ten exists for the con-
denser air ejector effluents at both the Iaddam Neck Plant and at
Millstone Unit Ron. 1 and 2. In responno to the Staff's concerns
related to this deviation, the following is provided. The new high
range noble gas effluent monitorm at Millstone Unit Non. I and 2
range frm 5 x 10- 2 to 105 rCI/cc and are calibrated as described
above. This Insures adequate overlap with the existing normal range
effluent monitors. The noble gas effluent monitor to be installed
at the Haddam Neck Plant has a range of W7'? to 105IICi/cc. Therefore.
the requirements of NJREG-0737 will be met at the Htaddam Reck Plant
and Millstone Unit Nos. I and 2.

In the July 28. 1961 telecopy, the Staff requented additional jus-
tification for the sampling conditIons in the Hlllstone Unit Non. I
and 2 stacks. In response to this request. h7MM providen the following.
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The flow in the Millstone Unit 1o. 1 stack can vary from 0 to approximately
200#000 SCFM and the flow in the Millstone Unit No. 2 vent stack can vary
f rm 0 to 96,000 SCF1. There is presently no known process radiation
monitor which can provide auto-isokLnetic sampling throughout the entire
flow range. Additionally, all release pathways of significance contain
HEPA (High Efficiency Particulate Air) filters such that the release of
particulates is expectod to be insignificant. 7his is especially true
for large particulates for which isokinetic sampling is important.
Finally, .the only significant dose pathway for particulates is through
the Ingestion pathwaay. Dose estimates and corrective actions for these
pathways will be based on field sample results due to the large uncertain-
ties in deposition models. Hoes stack particulate monitoriing is not a
vital parameter for post-accident assesmuent. As such IIECO maintains
that the current noble gas effluent monitor design at both Millstone
Unit Hoas. I and 2 will provide for realistic sampUing as well as mLn-
iaLzation of over-estimation of particulate releases.

We trust this information adequately disposLtions the Staff's concerns,
and is sufficient to conclude that the designs for the Hadda Nock Plant
and Millstone Unit Nos. 1 and 2 conform to all applicable criteria of
WJREG-0737. The current installation schedule complies with the date
required by NUREG-0737, 3anuary 1, 1982.

Very truly yours#

CDNMCTICT YANiKE J•TOIC POWER COMPANY
Northeast Nuclear Energy Company

V. G. Counsil
Senior Vice President


